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Abstract
The assets of some of the enormous wealth are strain out due to the massive infectivity of COVID-19.
India is a portion of the global wide spread of COVID- 19 engender by dreadful drastic respiratory
syndrome corona virus 2. As of 15th July 2020, the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has committed
a total of 968857 instances, 612768 healings and 24914 demises in the country. Due to the heighten
magnitude of number of instances, a professional working in the health departments, some forecasting
methods would be required to forecast the number of instances in subsequent days. Due to a towering of
uncertainty and lack of crucial information, quality models have shown stubby accuracy for long-term
forecast. Among several machine learning models investigated, Time Series Forecasting like Facebook’s
Prophet showed promising results. In this paper, we have predicted the number of committed, healed,
demise instances of COVID-19 in India 60 days’ forwards, forecasted the Number of Committed
instances, healed instances and demise instances of COVID-19 in India 30 days onwards. Relied on the
consequences announced here, and due to the mostly composite nature of the COVID-19 eruption and
variation in its deportment, this study suggests machine learning as an e�cacious contrivance prototype
to the eruption.

1. Introduction
The corona virus COVID-19 broad outspread is the explaining worldwide health tragedy of our accent and
the considerable provocation we have looked out on since world war – 2 [1]. Since its exposure in Asia
late last year, the virus has proliferation to every continent excluding Antarctica. Instances are stand up
daily in Africa, America, and Europe. On 31st December − 2019, the �rst announced instance in the
COVID-19 eruption was communicated in Wuhan, city of China [2]. The earliest instance exterior of China
was announced in Thailand on 13th January − 2020. Since then, this happening eruption has now
proliferation to more than 180 supplementary countries. World Health Organization states COVID-19
eruption as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) by on 30th January − 2020 [1].

The initial case of COVID-19 in India was announced on 30th January 2020 [3]. As of 15th July − 2020,
the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) has committed a total of 968857 instances, 612768
heals (including 1 migration) and 8,884 demises in the country [4]. India currently has the enormous
number of committed instances in Asia and has the 4th highest number of committed instances in the
world with the number of total committed instances breaching the 100,000 marks on 19th May, 200,000
on 3rd June and 900000 on 13 July. India's case fatality hire is relatively underneath at 2.80%, against the
world wide 4.7%, as of 6th July 2020. Six cities account for around half of all announced instances in the
country –Delhi, Chennai, Pune, Mumbai, Kolkata and Ahmadabad [3]. As of 24th May 2020,
Lakshadweep is the only area which has not announced a case [4]. On June 10th, India's recoveries
exceeded than the active instances for the �rst time by reducing 49% of total contamination followed by
recovery rate crossing 60% till early July. The United Nations and the World Health Organization have
commended India's reaction to the wide roll out as 'comprehensive and robust’; term the Lockdown
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restrictions as aggressive but vital for containing the proliferation and building necessary healthcare
infrastructure [1].

A contagious infection eruption is the incidence of the infection that is not ordinarily awaited in a distinct
faction, geographical area, or time limit. A jumping contagious infection presumes fast proliferation;
endangering the health of enormous numbers of people, and thus requires instant measures to intercept
the infection at the faction level. COVID-19 is engendered by a noble corona virus which was formerly
labeled 2019-nCoV by the World Health Organization [1]. It is the 7th member of the corona virus
genealogy, together with MERSnCoV and SARS-nCoV that can proliferation to human beings. Ordinary
signs of contamination encompass fever, coughing and breathing troubles. In acute instances, it can
produce pneumonia, failure of different organs and �nally demise. The incubation interval of COVID-19 is
viewed to be between 1 to 14 days. It is infectious before symptoms appear which is why so many large
numbers of human beings get contaminated. Infected sufferers can be additionally asymptomatic,
means they do not exhibit any indication despite having the virus in their body.

As few of the data accessible to the communal may not be correct, it becomes dense for human beings
to realize authentic origin and truthful counsel when they require it. WHO technological danger reporting
and communal media party have been functioning closely to track and counter to myths and hearsay via
its headquarters in Geneva, its 6 regional o�ces and its partners because of the elevated request for
appropriate and truthful data about 2019-nCoV. WHO is making human beings health particulars and
recommendation on the COVID-19 as well as tradition busters that are approachable on its communal
media channels which includes Weibo, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Pinterest etc.

Viral wide lay outs are a consequential threat. COVID-19 is not the earliest, and it won't be the rearmost.
But, like not at all before, we are gathering and sharing what we grasp about the virus. Hundreds of
investigation teams around the world are merging their endeavor to gather data and evolve solutions. We
want to radiate brightness on their efforts and show how machine learning is helping us to:

• Recognize who is most at prospect

• Identify sufferer

• Evolve medicines quickly

• Detecting subsist medicines that can assist

• Forecast the proliferation of the infection,

• Know virus �ner

• Chart where virus arrive from, and

• Forecast the succeeding broad extend.

Machine learning is a foremost tool in contest to the current wide lay out. If we take this moment to
gather information, puddle our grasp, and merge our expertise, we can rescue so many human beings –
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both at the moment and in later also. The leading neutral of this article is to project and predict COVID-19
instances, demises, and heals by the Time Series Forecasting.

The arrangement of this work is as follows; 1st section presents COVID-19 as well as describes the
gravity of this investigation. Second section presents on previous or interconnected works in predictive
modelling of the work. Third section describes our proposed model and methodologies. Finally, the 4th
section describes the experimental results, our �ndings in recent trends and predictive modelling and in
�fth section we include the conclusion and future works.

Related Work
As per several articles, online sources etc. obtainable in literature survey there are learning that focus on
the trend analysis and forecasting on COVID-19 wide spread. Some of such works are described below.

Gupta, R. et al. [5] discuss COVID-19 eruption predictions in India. SEIR prototype and regression
prototype were used to make predictions based on data gathered from the John Hopkins University
repository between the 30th of January and the 30th of March, 2020. The resulting concert of prototypes
was approximated using RMSLE, yielding 1.52 for the SEIR model and 1.75 for the regression model. The
RMSLE error rate between the SEIR prototype and the regression prototype was 2.01. In addition, the
value of R0, which represents the infection's proliferation, was determined to be 2.02. In the next two
weeks, estimated instances may vary between 5000 and 6000. This research would help the government
and doctors in developing their plans over the next two weeks. These prototypes can be tuned for long-
term intermission prediction based on short-term interval forecasts.

Singh, R et al. [6] suggested age-structured shattering of communal distancing in the COVID-19 epidemic
in India. They research the progression of the COVID-19 epidemic in India using an age-structured SIR
model with communal communication matrices derived from surveys and Bayesian imputation. Based
on instance details, age dispersal, and communal contact structure, the basic reproductive ratio R0 and
its time-dependent generalisation are computed. The bang of communal distancing steps - o�ce non-
attendance, school closure, and lockout - is then investigated, as well as their effectiveness over time. A
three-week lockdown is considered inadequate to halt resurgence, and rules of encourage lockdown with
periodic composure are proposed instead. Forecasts are based on a decrease in age-structured morbidity
and mortality as a result of these forecasts.

Sahasranaman et al. [7] speculate on the network structure of COVID-19 proliferation and the gap in
India's monitoring master plan. One of the studies used this tool to assess whether or not unique node
clusters were developing. However, the authors only considered travel data junctions to determine which
prominent areas are affecting Indian travellers returning to India. In addition, the study suggested using
the SIR prototype to determine the rate of Corona Virus proliferation among patients in India. Prior writers
have performed inspections on the examining laboratories and facilities.
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Tanne, J. H. et al. [8] speculate on the efforts of doctors and frontline health staff. In India, the role of
health workers was less emphasised because the corona virus was still in phase two or three of local
communication rather than group communication, as opposed to other countries such as Italy, Spain, and
the United States. However, it was also announced that the Indian healthcare infrastructure is not very
well developed in accordance with WHO guidelines, and that in the event of population proliferation, the
Indian government will �nd it di�cult to control the proliferation.

Kucharski, A. J. et al. [9] suggested prior patterns of connectivity and COVID-19 dominance. They
estimated how carrying in Wuhan varied between the middle of December, 2019, and February, 2020, by
combining a statistical method of extreme SARS-CoV-2 transmission with four datasets from inside and
outside Wuhan. It used various mathematical prototypes to detect the spread of the infection, forecast
the number of infected patients, discuss the preparedness of each country in dealing with COVID-19
spread, and detect �attening curve trends in various environments.

M. Chinazzi et al. [10] speculated on the impact of travel restrictions on the spread of the 2019 noble
corona-virus (COVID-19) outbreak. They use a global meta-population infection contact prototype to
estimate the effect of travel restrictions on the infestation's national and international spread. The
prototype is calibrated using publicly announced instances from around the world. Modeling results also
indicate that sustained 90 percent movement restrictions to and from mainland China have only a slight
effect on the disease route unless combined with a 50 percent or greater loss of human contact.

Roosa, K. et al. [11] suggested a real-time forecast of the COVID-19 outbreak in China between February
5th and February 24th, 2020. They used phenomenological prototypes validated during previous
eruptions to obtain and analyse short-term forecasts of the increasing number of committed announced
instances in Hubei province, the epidemic's epicentre, and for the overall orbit in China. Their �ndings
suggest that the containment plan of action implemented in China was successful, and that the
infestation's spread has slowed in recent days.

Grasselli, G. et al. [12] address the use of censorious protection during the COVID-19 eruption in
Lombardy, Italy. The COVID-19 Lombardy ICU network's primary goal was to coordinate the deprecatory
security response to the eruption. Two top priorities were identi�ed: expanding surge ICU dimensions and
implementing containment measures.

F. Petropoulos et al. [13] demonstrate an empirical approach for predicting the continuation of the COVID-
19 using a simple but e�cient mechanism. Assuming that the data used is accurate and that the future
will continue to follow the disease's past trend, the projections indicate a continuing increase in reported
COVID-19 cases with signi�cant associated uncertainty. The risks are far from symmetric, as
underestimating its spread like a pandemic and failing to do enough to contain it is far more serious than
overspending and being overly cautious when it is not needed. They depict the timeline of a live
forecasting exercise with massive potential consequences for preparation and decision making, as well
as providing realistic predictions for COVID-19 veri�ed events. In this case, they used univariate time
series prototypes, which imply that the data is accurate and that previous trends as well as precautionary
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assessments will continue to be applied. Important, compatible forecast errors should be correlated with
shifts in perceived trends and the need for additional steps and interventions in the case of negatively
biassed forecasts.

S. Makridakis et al. [14] announce the results of a forecasting competition that offers information to aid
in such decision-making. Seven experts forecasted up to 1001 series for six to eighteen time horizons
using each of the 24 methods. The competition results are presented in this work, which aims to provide
empirical evidence regarding differences discovered among the various extrapolative (time series)
methods used in the competition.

Makridakis S. et al. [15] cover all aspects of M4, including its structure and management, the
demonstration of its results, the top-performing procedures inclusive and by groups, its major �ndings
and their recommendations, and the computational requirements of the various procedures. Finally, it
summarises its key conclusions and expresses the hope that its series will serve as a testing ground for
the creation of new procedures and the advancement of prediction practise, while also outlining some
potential directions for the �eld.

Petropoulos F et al. [19] proposed using perception to improve the selection of a forecasting template.
They compared the execution of a judgmental prototype selection to a standard procedure based on
information standards. They also studied the effectiveness of a judgmental prototype-creation process, in
which specialists were asked to reach a conclusion on the nature of structural components of a time
series rather than explicitly selecting a prototype from a collection of options. Their behavioural survey
drew on data from nearly 700 sources, including forecasting practitioners. According to the results of
their assessment, selecting prototypes results in e�ciency that is equal, if not better, than procedure
selection. Furthermore, judgmental prototype selection aids in avoiding the worst prototypes that are
often collated for algorithmic selection. Finally, a clear mixture of statistical and judgmental elections, as
well as judgmental aggregation, outperforms all statistical and approximated elections.

To accomplish this, they devised a detectable experiment and tested the effectiveness of two judgmental
mythologies for selecting prototypes, namely simple prototype election and prototype-creation. The �nal
one was based on an approximation of time series characteristics detection. They compared the
performance of these procedures to that of a statistical benchmark based on knowledge parameters. The
development of a judgmental prototype outperforms both the creation of a statistical prototype and the
creation of a judgmental prototype. The equal-weight mix of statistical and judgmental election resulted
in signi�cant execution changes over statistical election. The best execution of any mythologies they
considered resulted from judicious aggregation. Finally, an exciting result is that humans outperform
statistics in preventing the worst prototype. According to the �ndings of this study, businesses should
regard judgmental election forecasting as a supplement to statistical prototype election. Furthermore,
they believe that limiting the judgmental aggregation of a few experts to the most relevant items is a
trade-off between capital and performance enhancement that businesses should be willing to accept.
Forecasting bear systems with simple graphical interfaces and judgmental recognition of time series
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characteristics, on the other hand, are needed for the e�cient administration of do-it-yourself (DIY)
forecasting.

Taylor JW – 2003 look over a latest damped multiplicative mode point of view. An observed survey,
utilizing the monthly time series from the M3-Competition, gave uplifting outcomes for the latest method
at a range of forecast skylines, when contrasted to the con�rmed exponential smoothing approaches. In
this work, they have initiated a latest damped exponential smoothing approach. The approach goes
along with the multiplicative fashion formulation of Pegels (1969) but contains an extra variable to
dampen the projected fashion. They used the 1,428 monthly time series from the M3- Competition to
contrast the approach to the quality Pegels approach and the accepted exponential smoothing
approaches. The accomplishment of the quality Pegels approach was alike to that of the quality Holt
approach [18]. This is a compulsive outcome as there has been no previous empirical survey contrasting
the post-sample predicting correctness of the quality Pegels approach with that of other exponential
smoothing approaches. It indicates that the acceptance of a multiplicative fashion is not as treacherous
as might have been contemplated. They get that the damped Pegels approach competently defeated the
quality Pegels approach at all forecast skylines. Moreover, the latest damped variety of the approach also
slightly defeated the popular damped Holt approach. The standardized Holt formulation is similar to
damped Holt’s either than that the φ variable is entitled to grab values greater than one. This happened
for 203 of the 1,428 sequences.

An improved value greater that one for the generalized Holt’s φ variable indicates that damped Holt’s will
not be capable to satisfactorily predict the fashion in these sequences and that other predicting
approaches may be preferred. They go into whether the multiplicative fashion articulation of the quality
Pegels and damped Pegels approaches is accepted for these sequences [19]. They contrasted the
correctness of these approaches to the settled exponential smoothing approaches for the subset of 203
sequences. The quality Pegels approach exceeded quality Holt’s according to the Symmetric Mean APE
summary error quantity but not according to the Median APE.

Out of all the 7 approaches contemplated, the foremost outcomes were attained for both error quantities
utilizing the damped Pegels approach. This encourages that the damped Pegels approach could at least
be applicable as a substitute to the well liked and successful damped Holt approach for sequences for
which the latter seems inappropriate [20]. In perspective of this, there would seem to be powerful call in
as well as the damped 16 Pegels approach as a candidate in automated approach election methods,
such as that of Hyndman et al. (2002). In summary, they feel that the outcomes for the 1,428 sequences
and for the subset of 203 suggest that the latest damped Pegels approach is a appreciable development
on the quality Pegels approach, and that it is a probably practical unwonted to the settled exponential
settled approaches.

Proposed Approach
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The Proposed Model is shown in Figure 1. In the suggested approach, we apply Time Series Forecasting
Techniques like Prophetto build a model which comes up with 60 days ahead predictions of Committed,
Death and Recovered instances of COVID-19, India. System is assembled in following phases such as
collection of information sets, pre-processing phases and appealing Time Series Forecasting Techniques
in Machine Learning like Facebook’s Prophet Model because it supplies us with the capability to make
time series forecasts with better accuracy by utilizing simple innate parameters.

3.1 Collection of Data Sets

Collecting information or data permits us to express a record of formerly events so that we can utilize
analysis of data to detect patterns that are recurring in nature. From those patterns, we create predictive
prototypes using machine learning mythologies that deem for trends and forecast hereafter changes.
Collection or gathering of data is the procedure of collecting and quantifying information from
innumerable several origins. In order to utilize the data, we collect to expand practical forecast solutions
[21], it must be gathered and deposited in a manner that creates sense for the prediction problem at hand.
The Data for the forecasting of COVID-19 in India is collected from covid19india.org – Corona virus
Eruption in India and Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW), Government of India and the data
sets are prepared for processing. The data used in this paper is time Series Data of COVID-19 instances in
India having the attributes like date, state, committed instances, recovered, death etc.

3.2 Pre-processing Step

In machine learning, this phase is a very crucial phase. Pre-processing of Covid-19 instances data
consists of transforming Raw Covid-19 Data Day wise into understandable format by grouping the Covid-
19 instances according to State wise so that we can explore the Data and derive some Observations from
that Data. But for Fitting into Prophet Model and for Predictions, Data should be in Time Series.

3.3 Splitting the Dataset into Train Sets and Test Sets

Generally, when we divide the data set into a train set and test set, most of the data is utilized for training,
and a little part of the data is utilized for testing. Investigation Services randomly samples the data to
assist make sure that the testing and training sets are alike. The data or information we utilize is typically
broken into train and test data. The train data accommodates a well-known outcome and the prototype
master on these data in order to be generalized to other data subsequently. We have the test data in order
to test the prototype’s forecast on this test set.

While doing Prediction, we need to select training data in order to train the forecasting model and test
data, upon which the forecasting model will be utilized to check the accuracy. Instead of implementing
codes to split the dataset into training and test set, to make it easy for everyone, we just simply chose the
time period from 30th January 2020 (Date of First Committed Covid-19 Case in India) to till now i.e.15th
July 2020 and we �tted into the Prophet Model.

3.4 Machine Learning Models
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In this paper we have applied Time Series Forecasting technique such as Facebook’s Prophet Model for
60 days onwards predictions of Committed, Death and healed instances of COVID-19 India which are as
follows.

3.4.1 Prophet Model from Facebook

It is a step-by-step procedure to create predicting models for data that relies on time series. It supplies us
with the potential to create time series forecasts with accurate accuracy by utilizing easy innate
parameters. Unlike the ancient methods, It seeks to match a.k.a. 'curve �tting' additive regression models.

At its key, the Prophet course of action is an additive regression prototype with 4 major constituents: A
piecewise straightaway or logistic magni�cation curve trend. Prophet instinctively determines changes in
trends by electing change positions from the data. Prophet is an open-source library produced by
Facebook that is relied on decomposable (fashion, seasonality and day off) prototypes. It supplies us
with the capability to create time series forecasts with acceptable precision using simple intuitive
variables and has fund for including impact of custom seasonality and holidays [22].

The Prophet Prototype work relied on the following tread;

1. Construct a prototype relied on the training data. Then, we can construct the predicting prototype
relied on the training data with the Prophet.

2. Utilize the prototype to predict for the test data period.

3. Contrast one and the other forecasted and genuine.

4. Square them.

5. Figure out the average (mean value).

�. Root it.

It is really versatile when the data fed to this Algorithm is the best thing about this method. You will have
NAs because you don't need both dates and times in sync.

It works correctly and equally by default, without setting any parameters explicitly. And if you know the
domain, you can customise all of the parameters to further optimise the model, but it's easy to
understand the parameters.

We utilize a decomposable time series model with 3 important prototype constituents: inclination,
seasonality, and day off. They are merged in the following calculation: x(t) = p(t) + q(t) + r(t) + ϵ (1)

P (t) models trend, which reports long-term grow or enlarge in the data. Prophet assimilates 2 trend
prototypes, a drenching growth prototype and a piecewise linear prototype, depending on the type of
forecasting issue.

q(t) prototype seasonality with Fourier series, which reports how information is overripe by seasonal
components such as the time of the year
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r (t) models the effects of holidays or enormous events that impact business time series

ϵ describes an irreducible error phrase

Utilizing hour as a regressor, prophet is demanding to be�tting different linear and nonlinear functions of
time as constituents. The seasonal model of an additive is the same method as the Holt Winter
methodology for exponential smoothing. In effect, we are framing the predicting issue as a curve-�tting
exercise rather than examining explicitly at the time dependent vulnerability of each and every inspection
inside the time series.

Experimental Result And Performance Analysis
4.1 Data Exploration

Exploration of data is a procedure alike to prime analysis of data, where an analyst utilizes vision
observation to realize what is in a dataset and the features of the data, rather than across conventional
data administration systems [23]. Data exploration can assist cut down the enormous data set to a
practicable size where we can aim our attempts on examining the most pertinent information. It is one
and the other a science as well as an art. There is the science of working into and altering the information
[24].

From the Data Exploration, we came to know that, as of, 08:00 IST, 15th July 2020, In India, there are
968857 Covid-19 committed instances. Out of which, 612768 are either Cured or Discharged or Migrated
and 24914 are Dead. Till now, 35 States/ Union Territories in India are affected and Number of Active
Instances is 331175. Figure 3, 4 and 5 shows the Present COVID-19 Condition of India.

Humans do not have immunity to this virus, allowing its easy and rapid spread among human
populations through contact with an infected person. SARS-CoV-2 is more transmissible than SARS-CoV.
The two possible reasons could be (i) the viral load (quantity of virus) tends to be relatively higher in
COVID-19-positive patients, especially in the nose and throat immediately after they develop symptoms,
and (ii) the binding a�nity of SARSCoV-2 to host cell receptors is higher than that of SARS-CoV.

4.2 Prediction Results using Prophet Model

Generating 60 days ahead forecast of COVID-19 instances using Prophet, with 95% prediction interval by
creating a base model with no tweaking of seasonality-related parameters and additional regressor
[25,26]. The load to Prophet is every time a data frame with 2 columns: ds and y. The ds (date stamp)
column should be of a format anticipated by Pandas, preferably YYYY-MM-DD for a date or YYYY-MM-
DD HH:MM:SS for a timestamp. y column must be numeric, and constitutes the measurement we wish to
predict. Here y refers to Covid-19 instances [27,28]. The foretell technique will allocate each row in later a
forecasted utility which it tags as “yhat”. If you pass in ancient dates, it will supply an in-sample �t. The
forecast object here is a new data frame that includes a column yhat with the forecast, as well as
columns for constituents and unpredictability intervals.
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Here, The Following attributes are speci�ed by Prophet Model for Prediction.

ds = Speci�c Dates of Covid-19 Instances

yhat = Number of Covid-19 instances that is Predicted by Prophet Model

yhat_lower = Lower Limit of No. of Covid-19 instances that is Predicted by Prophet Model

yhat_upper = Upper Limit of No. of Covid-19 instances that is Predicted by Prophet Model

4.2.1 Committed Instances Prediction up to 60 Days

60 days ahead forecast of COVID-19 Committed instances using Prophetic shown in Table 1 and the
graphical representation is shown in Figure 6.

Table 1: Covid-19 Committed Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020
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S.No. ds yhat yhat_lower yhat_upper

1 16-07-2020 907729.3 876242.6 938327.5

2 17-07-2020 926183.2 895940 953512.5

3 18-07-2020 944972.4 916841.5 975007.7

4 19-07-2020 963818.3 934143.9 993074.5

5 20-07-2020 982336 953866.3 1011730

6 21-07-2020 1001032 970155.1 1030980

7 22-07-2020 1019618 989167.9 1050080

8 23-07-2020 1034851 1003048 1066373

9 24-07-2020 1053305 1023225 1087382

10 25-07-2020 1072094 1040423 1105414

11 26-07-2020 1090940 1057969 1125705

12 27-07-2020 1109457 1076021 1143930

13 28-07-2020 1128153 1092142 1166741

14 29-07-2020 1146739 1108998 1184182

15 30-07-2020 1161972 1124326 1199832

16 31-07-2020 1180426 1142034 1217512

17 01-08-2020 1199215 1162248 1241080

18 02-08-2020 1218061 1172592 1264696

19 03-08-2020 1236579 1187241 1282396

20 04-08-2020 1255275 1203901 1304951

21 05-08-2020 1273861 1223824 1323386

22 06-08-2020 1289094 1233379 1341186

23 07-08-2020 1307548 1250327 1362841

24 08-08-2020 1326337 1271105 1382590

25 09-08-2020 1345183 1282065 1406210

26 10-08-2020 1363700 1295920 1424895

27 11-08-2020 1382396 1310297 1455543

28 12-08-2020 1400982 1327739 1471982
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29 13-08-2020 1416215 1332725 1491820

30 14-08-2020 1434669 1353936 1504869

31 15-08-2020 1453458 1367301 1530624

32 16-08-2020 1472304 1381635 1553249

33 17-08-2020 1490822 1396180 1579058

34 18-08-2020 1509518 1409904 1599027

35 19-08-2020 1528104 1430333 1614559

36 20-08-2020 1543337 1433750 1643873

37 21-08-2020 1561791 1455384 1659072

38 22-08-2020 1580580 1468313 1686859

39 23-08-2020 1599426 1484940 1707585

40 24-08-2020 1617943 1497841 1732854

41 25-08-2020 1636639 1515539 1747307

42 26-08-2020 1655225 1528751 1781150

43 27-08-2020 1670458 1541850 1794393

44 28-08-2020 1688912 1544914 1818156

45 29-08-2020 1707701 1561719 1843265

46 30-08-2020 1726547 1577545 1858074

47 31-08-2020 1745065 1590651 1884790

48 01-09-2020 1763761 1604471 1913275

49 02-09-2020 1782347 1620467 1937216

50 03-09-2020 1797580 1635074 1953297

51 04-09-2020 1816033 1646536 1971998

52 05-09-2020 1834823 1658111 1999146

53 06-09-2020 1853669 1682157 2015943

54 07-09-2020 1872186 1693829 2046867

55 08-09-2020 1890882 1706916 2069866

56 09-09-2020 1909468 1726333 2094189

57 10-09-2020 1924701 1731204 2115282
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58 11-09-2020 1943155 1743954 2137696

59 12-09-2020 1961944 1758631 2156359

60 13-09-2020 1980790 1771342 2179629

Here in Figure 6, The Black Dots describes the actual Covid-19 announced Instances in India. The Blue
Straight Line represents Predicted Covid-19 committed instances in India by Prophet Model. The Blue
Shaded Region in the Graph shows the Upper and lower limit of Predicted Covid-19 committed instances
in India by Prophet Model.

4.2.2 Death Instances Prediction up to 60 Days

60 days ahead forecast of COVID-19 Death instances using Prophet is shown in Table 2 and the
graphical representation is shown in Figure 7.

Table 2: Covid-19 Death Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020
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S.No. ds yhat yhat_lower yhat_upper

1 16-07-2020 24965.117339 24670.239291 25277.036350

2 17-07-2020 25420.959330 25127.552695 25727.258943

3 18-07-2020 25877.995894 25582.507197 26198.853987

4 19-07-2020 26329.779676 26007.316998 26644.408259

5 20-07-2020 26783.893825 26478.334679 27094.579539

6 21-07-2020 27316.037165 26974.676104 27655.628432

7 22-07-2020 27773.339298 27387.207216 28137.381796

8 23-07-2020 28208.055356 27800.471026 28606.112560

9 24-07-2020 28663.897347 28201.666836 29039.808100

10 25-07-2020 29120.933910 28614.631377 29546.403542

11 26-07-2020 29572.717693 28995.876727 30086.717038

12 27-07-2020 30026.831841 29396.789652 30617.770044

13 28-07-2020 30558.975182 29862.959164 31186.691236

14 29-07-2020 31016.277314 30223.869040 31724.533390

15 30-07-2020 31450.993372 30578.447743 32201.676799

16 31-07-2020 31906.835363 30963.936554 32642.379239

17 01-08-2020 32363.871927 31417.058991 33237.129758

18 02-08-2020 32815.655709 31764.524918 33725.507701

19 03-08-2020 33269.769858 32117.977116 34298.435284

20 04-08-2020 33801.913198 32555.172364 34762.952494

21 05-08-2020 34259.215330 32918.675072 35368.927746

22 06-08-2020 34693.931389 33338.691663 35952.381996

23 07-08-2020 35149.773379 33598.431642 36495.911246

24 08-08-2020 35606.809943 34059.635582 36905.294876

25 09-08-2020 36058.593725 34435.842355 37551.657883

26 10-08-2020 36512.707874 34805.507183 38054.085879

27 11-08-2020 37044.851215 35185.042975 38696.966303

28 12-08-2020 37502.153347 35664.516963 39212.311606
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29 13-08-2020 37936.869405 35930.039682 39724.193226

30 14-08-2020 38392.711396 36254.125782 40305.912233

31 15-08-2020 38849.747959 36685.087282 40818.331828

32 16-08-2020 39301.531742 37001.400935 41444.831683

33 17-08-2020 39755.645891 37507.343009 41978.291077

34 18-08-2020 40287.789231 37934.516953 42572.743216

35 19-08-2020 40745.091363 38246.783678 43121.762842

36 20-08-2020 41179.807421 38534.337420 43649.361773

37 21-08-2020 41635.649412 38985.017765 44284.446296

38 22-08-2020 42092.685976 39278.455651 44847.166422

39 23-08-2020 42544.469758 39588.523204 45337.275914

40 24-08-2020 42998.583907 39891.400445 45916.313186

41 25-08-2020 43530.727247 40326.173396 46528.914481

42 26-08-2020 43988.029380 40724.203184 47078.195530

43 27-08-2020 44422.745438 40854.621602 47702.026710

44 28-08-2020 44878.587429 41160.063993 48230.333729

45 29-08-2020 45335.623992 41655.106087 48767.978812

46 30-08-2020 45787.407775 42096.063807 49295.815245

47 31-08-2020 46241.521923 42294.196013 49928.176152

48 01-09-2020 46773.665264 42721.086112 50589.989289

49 02-09-2020 47230.967396 43154.288457 51080.266615

50 03-09-2020 47665.683454 43458.286209 51654.248036

51 04-09-2020 48121.525445 43723.300299 52268.456890

52 05-09-2020 48578.562009 44108.571324 52786.061654

53 06-09-2020 49030.345791 44300.727216 53325.420742

54 07-09-2020 49484.459940 44684.796556 53837.661882

55 08-09-2020 50016.603280 45116.962939 54506.304654

56 09-09-2020 50473.905412 45509.257886 55121.774334

57 10-09-2020 50908.621471 45821.906440 55679.370149
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58 11-09-2020 51364.463461 46141.480994 56293.982542

59 12-09-2020 51821.500025 46336.858804 56872.965286

60 13-09-2020 52273.283807 46767.209356 57447.857735

Here in Figure 7, the black dots show the actual Covid-19 demise instances in India. Blue straight line
represents predicted Covid-19 demise instances in India by prophet model. The blue shaded region in the
graph shows the upper and lower limit of predicted Covid-19 death instances in India by prophet model.

4.2.3 Recovered Instances Prediction up to 60 Days

60 days ahead forecast of COVID-19 recovered instances using prophet is shown in Table 3 and the
graphical representation is shown in Figure 8.

Table 3: Covid-19 Recovered Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020
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S.No. ds yhat yhat_lower yhat_upper

1 16-07-2020 573099.1 551998.1 593499

2 17-07-2020 586025.8 565012.5 606030.8

3 18-07-2020 599083.7 579185.1 621489

4 19-07-2020 611873.3 589556.8 631473.6

5 20-07-2020 624789.8 606476.7 646311.4

6 21-07-2020 637825.7 617336.4 658961.2

7 22-07-2020 650369.7 627864.5 671722.7

8 23-07-2020 661510 637474 684627.9

9 24-07-2020 674436.7 648525.5 695954.2

10 25-07-2020 687494.6 665388 710571.1

11 26-07-2020 700284.2 676644.8 725268.9

12 27-07-2020 713200.7 689073.5 737303.7

13 28-07-2020 726236.6 697686.3 753194.4

14 29-07-2020 738780.6 711467.5 764847.7

15 30-07-2020 749920.9 720805.9 777360.1

16 31-07-2020 762847.7 734063.6 794764.8

17 01-08-2020 775905.5 744707.2 808289.5

18 02-08-2020 788695.1 753147.9 823174.7

19 03-08-2020 801611.6 768682.8 836641.6

20 04-08-2020 814647.5 778467.5 852639.5

21 05-08-2020 827191.5 783635.9 867857.2

22 06-08-2020 838331.8 797074 879762

23 07-08-2020 851258.6 805903.4 895837

24 08-08-2020 864316.4 817051.3 907576.2

25 09-08-2020 877106 828109 923983.2

26 10-08-2020 890022.5 836518.3 939525.6

27 11-08-2020 903058.4 851518.7 955028.7

28 12-08-2020 915602.5 859883.8 968670.3
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29 13-08-2020 926742.7 869555 983020.7

30 14-08-2020 939669.5 879744.8 999431.3

31 15-08-2020 952727.4 889306.4 1013551

32 16-08-2020 965516.9 895794 1031148

33 17-08-2020 978433.4 909057.2 1042243

34 18-08-2020 991469.3 917933.1 1061961

35 19-08-2020 1004013 930218.7 1077979

36 20-08-2020 1015154 940576.1 1093847

37 21-08-2020 1028080 952732.8 1104533

38 22-08-2020 1041138 962649.3 1120889

39 23-08-2020 1053928 969178.3 1135864

40 24-08-2020 1066844 980030.1 1154096

41 25-08-2020 1079880 991433.7 1172589

42 26-08-2020 1092424 999722.4 1183282

43 27-08-2020 1103565 1009061 1199648

44 28-08-2020 1116491 1011669 1211837

45 29-08-2020 1129549 1031164 1230202

46 30-08-2020 1142339 1040362 1250211

47 31-08-2020 1155255 1049823 1264128

48 01-09-2020 1168291 1055274 1278509

49 02-09-2020 1180835 1067086 1294023

50 03-09-2020 1191975 1079225 1311179

51 04-09-2020 1204902 1090889 1327839

52 05-09-2020 1217960 1097417 1341240

53 06-09-2020 1230750 1108997 1358896

54 07-09-2020 1243666 1120774 1377759

55 08-09-2020 1256702 1121754 1391683

56 09-09-2020 1269246 1131400 1410157

57 10-09-2020 1280386 1144642 1423466
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58 11-09-2020 1293313 1146908 1441285

59 12-09-2020 1306371 1160454 1467942

60 13-09-2020 1319161 1172981 1472007

Here in Figure 8, The black dots represent the actual Covid-19 recovered instances in India. The blue
Straight line represents predicted Covid-19 recovered instances in India by prophet model. The blue
shaded region in the graph shows the upper and lower limit of predicted Covid-19 recovered instances in
India by prophet Model.

Conclusion And Future Work
The corona virus infection carries on to proliferation across world by following a direction that is very
arduous to forecast. The health, humanitarian and socio- economic strategies acquired by countries will
control the tempo and power of the healing. Governments over the world have foisted limitations,
exceptionally acute in some countries such as India, to moderate the proliferation of the virus. Public
health specialists have steered the calls for durable measures. However, various factors which in�uence
any disease. The main thing is the capacity and the decision taken at the right time, among which
population; geographical conditions; not considered the social distance; lack of diagnostic facilities and
lack of doctors or clinical personnel.

Due to an elevated quantity of unpredictability and absence of vital data, quality models have shown
squat accuracy for long-term forecast. Among a board range of machine learning models investigated,
Time Series Forecasting Techniques like Facebook’s Prophet showed encouraging consequences. In this
proposed work, we have forecasted the Number of Committed instances, healed instances and demise
instances of COVID-19 in India 30 days onwards. Relied on the consequences announced here, and due
to the mostly composite nature of the COVID-19 eruption and variation in its deportment, this study
suggests machine learning as an e�cacious contrivance prototype to the eruption. The consequence of
preventing measures like social isolation and lockdown has also been observed which manifests that by
these inhibitory measures, proliferation of the virus can be turned down notably.
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Figure 1

Proposed Model
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Figure 2

Prophet Forecast Flow
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Figure 3

Covid-19 Con�rmed instances in India
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Figure 4

Day wise Covid-19 Instances in India
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Figure 5

State wise Covid-19 Instances in India
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Figure 6

Covid-19 Committed Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020
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Figure 7

Covid-19 Death Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020

Figure 8

Covid-19 Recovered Instances Prediction from 16 July 2020- 13 September 2020


